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Best Practice: 

Incident description: 
After Risk Assessment and Tool Box Talk was carried out before Free Fall LifeBoat (FFLB) maneuvering in 
the water/launching simulation drill. Vessel was lowering FFLB by gear to the water for the scheduled Boat 
Drill exercise. When the FFLB was still inside her davit and was sliding down on davit`s rollers, at the mo-
ment the life boat bow reached the end of slide way, the FFLB fall parted in the area of dead end connec-
tion (connection of FFLB wire to the davit). Due to above, the FFLB free fall dropped into the water with 
hoisting beam (transverse), with no people inside of the life boat. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The rescue boat was on standby during above operations and was used to board the FFLB.  
Nobody injured. No damage to other equipment. No pollution. Life boat is not damaged.  
The FFLB was lifted and safely secured on main deck with ship`s cargo crane.  
In port, a floating crane was ordered to place the FFLB in its original position and a new certified wire along 
with hoisting beam, with the class surveyor. 

 
 

Physical: No  
Material or production-related: No 
Environmental: No 
Media-related: No 

 
 

The FFLB fall parted in the area of dead end connection (connection of FFLB wire to the davit) due to dete-
riorated condition.

 
Position and design of connection the Lifeboat wire to the davit is not allowing convenient and safe access 
to monitor the area of connection. Visual inspection from the Lifeboat platform is not possible since con-
nection end is obstructed from forward and back sides.  
The design is not adequate to be able to inspect properly the system. 

 
 

Unsafe / Sub-standard Acts Inadequate Servicing of Equipment/Machinery in Operation.  
Work/System Factors; Excessive Wear and Tear Inadequate inspection/monitoring. 

HSE Alert from Total  

Free Fall Lifeboat Wire Parted   

Consequences: 

Immediate Causes: 

Contributing factors:  

Root Causes: 
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• Comprehensive RA for using onboard LSA (Life Saving Appliances) other than FFLB in an Emergency, 
considering current ship's location - At anchor and subsequent passage from Anchorage till berth, was 
created by the vessel, verified and approved by responsible MSI.  

• A safety alert was issued to all the fleet with required immediate preventive actions. 
• For all vessels with installed Free Fall Lifeboats periodic replacement of wire ropes should be changed 

from 4 to 5 years. 
 
 

In recent years, lifeboats have evolved into sophisticated pieces of equipment requiring extensive and me-
ticulous maintenance. For the modern lifeboat most of this complexity revolves around legislative require-
ments such as on load release, hydrostatic interlocking, remote lowering control, etc., all of which are de-
signed to enhance the crew's ability to evacuate the ship at a time of extreme distress. 
 Ship owners and operators must accept responsibility for ensuring the necessary level of competency 

are attained by those who operate their ships.  
Results from a Joint Industry Survey carried-out by OCIMF, Intertanko and SIGTTO in 2000, highlighted that 
all reported incidents were associated with either testing or maintaining the boats, training exercises/ drills 
or Surveys. 
 Equipment failures and design shortcomings (hardware component failure, brakes, lifting hooks and 

quick release mechanisms) were responsible for approximately two thirds of all reported lifeboat inci-
dents.  

 Human error accounted for most of the rest. 
 
 

SOLAS III 19.3.3 (+ IMO MSC.1/Cir.1326 CLARIFICATION OF SOLAS REGULATION III/19 §2) 
IMO MSC.1/Circ.1206/Rev.1 MEASURES TO PREVENT ACCIDENTS WITH LIFEBOATS 
Life-Saving Appliances including LSA Code, 2017 Edition.  
Life Boat Incident Survey - 2000 (OCIMF, INTERTANKO & SIGTTO) https://www.ocimf.org/
media/8922/57daa432c180-41b8-b855-55d7d084a85e.pdf 
USCG MSIB 19-04 24th July 2019 
USCG D8(ocs) Policy Ltr 04-2016 

Corrective actions: 

Analysis:  

Standards or good practices: 

Recommendations 
 While carrying out test or drill, if the lifeboat needs to be lowered or launched, nobody shall be present on 

board a lifeboat while lowering or hoisting it. 
 Identify and analyse the risks, then define the required precautions especially before any operation requir-

ing people to enter the lifeboat (e.g. risk of fall into the sea, risk of unexpected release of the lifeboat while 
maintenance operation is planned onboard, risk of injury by contact with a moving part). 

 Review the company's maintenance procedures for lifeboats and ensure they adhere to manufacture crite-
ria for the model and make of lifeboats, davits, and other installed lifesaving equipment. 

 Take a proactive approach to ensure your personnel are properly trained in the inspection, maintenance 
and use of their lifesaving equipment. 

 Ensure that the wire ropes are continuously well lubricated with approved type of grease, particularly 
those areas that are difficult to inspect where the ropes pass through and around sheaves. 

 Inspect regularly, frequently and thoroughly all visible parts of wire ropes in order to detect general deteri-
oration, including corrosion, abrasion, and mechanical damage. 

 Replacement of FFLB davit wire ropes every 5 years. 
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HSE Alert from Total  

 
 

The vessel (an Aframax tanker) was berthing with the assistance of 2 Pilots and 4 tugs (1 tug made fast for-
ward (fwd) and 1 aft). 2 tugs pushing from starboard side (1 fwd ,1 aft ). 2 shore mooring personnel on 
board assisted the crew.  One at the aft and one at the fwd mooring station.  
Weather conditions were fine. At 23:40, 4 spring lines (2fwd & 2 aft) were passed and hooked on the jetty 
with the assistance of 2 mooring boats (1st step of mooring operation). 3rd Spring line was lowered and 
slacked to the mooring boat and was pulled to the dolphin. When the mooring boat was in way of the dol-
phin, she stopped, moved aft and got trapped between the ship’s hull and the fender because the line was 
no longer slacked. The boat got crushed and sunk in position. Two linesmen attending the mooring boat, 
jumped off the boat into the water. One climbed up the dolphin ladder. The second linesman was rescued 
by the second mooring boat. No injuries were reported to the mooring boat crew.  
They were equipped with the required PPE (including their self-inflatable lifejacket). 
Incident occurred when the vessel was almost in position.  

 
 

Physical: No  
Material or production-related: total loss of mooring boat 
Environmental: 200 liters of gasoil in the mooring boat (partly recovered) 
Media-related: No 

 
 

 Linesmen on the mooring boat failed to notice the ships movement towards the berth.  
 Paying out (unwinding) of the spring line was stopped (no more slack in the line). 

 
 

 Lack of effective communication between Pilot and Shore Mooring Personnel while sending the 3rd 
Spring Line as Tugs were pushing the vessel towards the jetty at the same time. 

 Lack of communication between Shore Mooring personnel / Ship Staff forward /mooring boat crew. 
 Pilots, tugs and mooring crew were not speaking in English for berthing and mooring instructions. 
 Poor visibility / darkness at the level of the mooring dolphin due to lighting out of order in way of the 

dolphin. 
 Time pressure / working in haste by shore mooring personnel and mooring boat. 

 
 

 Risk Assessment was not made ship specific for the involvement of shore personnel on board for 
mooring. Company SMS has detailed procedures for shore personnel (third party) for mooring opera-
tions. Lack of Communication in RA clearly not addressing the language barrier.  

 Ship Staff did not exercise the STOP Work Authority, when it was observed the Shore Mooring Per-
sonnel was hurrying up the mooring operations without following the safe working procedures.  

Mooring boat damaged/sunk whilst vessel berthing   

Incident description: 

Consequences: 

Immediate Causes: 

Contributing factors:  

Root Causes: 
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 Lack of situation awareness. 

 Alerting to the dangers should have been more assertive.  

 

 

Ship Operator:  
 Case Study with lessons learned to be circulated to the Fleet and Training Centre’s to improve aware-

ness. 
 Renewed recommendation to make use of the “stop work” responsibility, 
 Renewed recommendation to provide attention to communication during mooring and including with 

shore mooring personnel on board  
 Training for all crew on safe mooring operation carried out and its understanding verified to prevent 

reoccurrence. 
 The standard risk assessment for mooring to be enhanced with inclusion of cases when shore person-

nel embark to assist the mooring operations. 
Port authority:  
• Put in place better communication between mooring personnel and the pilot (closed loop communi-

cation: who is speaking, repeat what has been understood, acknowledgment of receipt ...).  
• Train the port officers on the ground: verification of the good operation of the lighting during the pre-

berthing inspection. 
• Risk assessment meeting before berthing and mooring operations between embarked shore mooring 

personnel, ship’s officers and the pilot. 
Terminal operator:  
 Restore the appropriate lighting of the berthing front. 
 Liaise with port authority regarding the follow-up of action plan.  

 
 

OCIMF - Mooring Equipment Guidelines N°4 – Chapter 10.3,   
ISGOTT 5: Chapter 17.4 Lighting, Chapter 19.1.2 Safety Management (risk assessment, PPE, pre-task safety 
discussions, work team safety briefing…); 20.3.3.1 Incident Checklist (Major port accidents involving ships, 
tugs, mooring boats, ferries, etc.), 22.2.4  
Communication Terminal to Tanker (The terminal should ensure that the tanker has been provided with 
relevant port information as soon as practicable.  
For example:  
… Availability of tugs and mooring craft together with any terminal requirements on their usage…) 

 

Corrective actions: 

Standards or good practices: 

Recommendations 

• (ISGOTT) Terminals should have a level of lighting sufficient to ensure that all ship/shore interface 
activities can be safely conducted during periods of darkness. Lighting levels should meet national 
or international engineering standards as a minimum. 

• Particular consideration should be given to the following areas:  
           …Mooring dolphins and walkways … 

• Communications between pilot, tugs, and mooring gang should be understood by Master and 
vessel’s crew. 
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H&S from Chevron Safety Bulletin  Well-Being on board 
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Technical Department: 

Ballast Water Treatment System—d’Amico Service Experience. 

The idea behind the present article is to share with the seafarers the consolidate company’s   experience 
related to the Ballast Water Treatment  Plant.  
Firstly I would like to reconfirm the differences of the US position against the rest of the world.  
The US is in a phase of compliance mode against the rest of the world which is  in experience - building 
phase.  
What does It means?  
It means very limited possibilities to discharge ballast water non in compliance with the US Federal Code  
against a more flexible approach in the rest the world.  
Such approach has several implications in terms of:  
• Reporting requirements,   
• Sampling,  
• Contingency measures , 
• Investigation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Mr Cesare D’Apì 

“US Vs Rest of the world”. 

 US Rest of the World 

Approach Enforcement Mode Experiance-Building phase 

Reporting requirement in case 
of non compliance 

Nearest COTP 
COTP of the next port call 

ENOA (electronic notice of arrival -96 hours 
prior) 

Report (ballast water management report) 
to NBIC (national board inspection code- 6 

hours- no later 6 hours after arrival) 
Company 

Flag administration 
Class 

Manufacturers 

Local Port authority 
Company 

Flag administration 
Class 

Manufacturers 

Sampling 
(Under VGP) 

Periodical analysis according the type of 
plant 

NA 

 USCG Rest of the world 

Contingency measures 1.No BW discharge; 

2.Use only potable water from a U.S pub-

lic water system, if available* and only if 

the ballast tanks are cleaned from previ-

ous sediment; 

3.Discharging to the facility onshore or to 

another vsl for purpose of – treatment, if 

available*; 

4.Discharge of water outside of US terri-

torial water(12 Nm from nearest land). 

1.Ballast water exchange carried out to an 

approved plan to meet the standard D1. 

2.Managing the ballast water or a portion 

of it in accordance with a method accepta-

ble to port state; 

3. Operational actions, such as modifying 

sailing or ballast water discharge schedules 

( i.e vsl equipped with two WBTS in case of 

failure of one plant can use the second one 

reducing the deballasting rate), internal 

transfer of ballast water or the retention of 

ballast water on board the ship according 

stress and stability calculation. 
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In the present scenario, the key element to succeed in the proper management of the wbts is the 
knowledge of the plant in terms of: 
• Plant  limitations; 
• Operation modes; 
• Failure modes. 

 
 
 

LIMITATIONS: 
 
Among the d’Amico Fleet we have installed  basically 4 type of plants: 
 PANASIA; 
 HEADWAY; 
 TECH CROSS; 
 SUNRUI. 
 
For all of them we have two important limitations for the effectiveness of the treatment in US water ac-
cording the type approval certificate: 

 
 
 
 

 
Both must be considered in the voyage plan and as best practice both limitations  should  be highlighted in 
CP  whenever the vsl is trading in US.  
In addition, system fitted with only one backflushing line are subject to the letter of protest from terminal if 
the vsl in berthed on the side where the backflushing line is fitted.  
Such limitation is mainly related to the  vessels  fitted with PANASIA  system which does require to treat the 
ballast water two times. ( Ballast and deballast). 
However the Company is planning to fit the second backflushing line and/or repositioning the backflushing 
line down the water line at the first scheduled drydock out of the water. 
 
 

Knowledge of the plant: 

 USCG Rest of the world 

Contingency measures 5.  Any other method allowed by 
COTP and under direction of COTP 
( i.e. Ballast water exchange if the 
BWMP is approved for BWE and 

only after authorization by COTP at 
200 nm from the baseline). 

4. Discharging ballast water to an-
other ship or to an appropriate ship-
board or land-based reception facili-

ty, if available*; 

Investigation Finalized to confirm the 
“unexpectedly unavailability” of 

plant and the involvement of mak-
ers  supported by evidence of com-
munications in order to repair the 

plant. 

NA 

• The holding time;  
• The salinity, 
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The understanding of the operation modes is another key element in the proper management of the plant. 
Particularly the PANASIA system does require a warming up of the UV lamps before the treatment and such 
phase are there either during the ballasting or during the DE ballasting. As consequences, if the warming up 
is done in muddy water  the sequence for the ballast treatment will not take place. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

We experienced following failure modes: 
• Filter damaged by backpressure; 
• Backflushing motor shaft and scanner damaged by overload; 
• UV sleeves damaged by foreign object or wrong tightening; 
• Combined failure mode; 

OPERATION MODEs 

FAILURE MODE 
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The knowledge of the WBTS /failures mode is of paramount importance in defining the list of Critical items to 
be kept on board on top of what suggested by the makers as well as the full operational status of the sensors 
(pressure, temperature, UV intensity transmitter, etc) protects the plant from failures allowing to work it  
within the admissible limits suggested by the maker.   
As proactive measures we have implemented : 
• Enrolment of WBTS under the Critical equipments; 
• Specific Maintenance plan; 
• Critical spare parts; 

• Plant performance test  according 
the VGP requirement irrespective of the  
vsl’s trade. 
 
 
 
 
 
Among the full set of best management 
practice I would like to recall  the flow 
chart developed to handle in the proper 
way the most  common cases of non 
compliance. 
 

 

Proactive measures and best management practice: 
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Case Vsl status Flag Port Contingency Measures 

Both Plant Not Oper-
ative due to tech-
nical reason. 

In Port 
(Deballasting) 

Malta Olexun 
(Sweden) 

By pass D2 method after approval by 
local Port authority. 

Plant not operable 
due to muddy water. 

In Port 
(Deballasting) 

Liberia Borsele 
(France) 

By pass D2 method After approval by 
local Port authority. 

Plant not operable 
due to muddy water. 

In Port 
(Deballasting) 

Malta St. Peters-
bourg 
(Russia) 

By pass D2 method After approval by 
local Port authority. 

Plant not approved 
for fresh water. 

In Port for back load-
ing. 

Liberia Missisipi river Vsl  stopped the operations and directed 
by COPT to go out 12 nautical miles for 
BWE taking ballast by BWMS before pro-
ceed with backloading operation.  
The operation must be approved also by 
flag. 

Both Plant Not Oper-
ative due to tech-
nical reason. 

In Port 
(deballasting) 

Liberia Houston Vsl stopped the operations and directed 
by COPT to go out 12 nautical miles for 
BWE.  
The operation must be approved also by 
flag. 

The most common cases of non compliance and contingency measures adopted. 

Case Vsl status Flag Port Contingency Measures 

Both plants out of order for 
technical reason. 

Enroute Malta NA D1 standard 

Plant not operable due to 
muddy water. 

In Port 
(ballasting) 

Malta Borsele 
(France) 
Immingham 
(UK) 
Port Jerome 
(France) 
SanJose 
(Guatemala) 
Amsterdam 
Rotterdam 
Paranaguà 
(Brazil) 
Liverpool 
(UK) 

By pass D2 method.Once vessel will be de-
parted and sailing, while enroute in suita-
ble  area, will proceed to carry out ballast ex-
change as required for comply  with distance 
of 200 or at least 50 nautical miles from the 
nearest  land and at least 200 meters deep.  
Ballast water will be exchanged  according 
Ballast Water Management Plan (D1 method), 
it will be discharged without passing to the 
treatment system and loaded using BWTS 
(back to D2 method).  
Same will be recorded into recorded into the 
BWRB. 
If there will be voyage restriction and afore-
mentioned condition will be not match, the 
vessel will not exchange ballast in accordance 
to the BWM.2-Circ.63.  
Provided that Capt.will enquire to local au-
thorities if any restriction will be applied to 
ballast discharge.  
Also for such case, proper entry into the bal-
last record book will be recorded. 
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Demurrage Department: From: Mr Daniele Starace 

In today’s volatile spot Tankers market, voyage Charter terms and conditions can be essential to secure voy-
age earnings. Among them, clauses related to laytime and demurrage require special attention.  
When negotiating a new voyage, they are one of the so called ‘’main terms’’ of discussion between Charter-
ing Dept and Charterers; they must be carefully read by Operations Teams as well as on board, to make sure 
no requirement is overlooked or not complied with when presenting a claim to third parties.  
Laytime and demurrage clauses can vary in time and from one Charterer to another this is why is it para-
mount for shore and Vessel staff to get familiar with each fixture as soon as same is made available.  
A brief definition of demurrage according to Shipping Dictionary 
is ‘’ a charge payable to the owner of a chartered ship on failure 
to load or discharge the ship within the time agreed.’’ 
This charge is often defined as an amount per day or prorata, 
that can easily reach  $ 18,000 /day- which gives an hourly 
amount of $750.   
In light of this, it is worth underlining once more that a rich doc-
umentation received from a vessel is the key in order to effi-
ciently support the Company’s position in case of a controversial 
demurrage claim. 
We have chosen a couple of real cases which we want to share to highlight the above, 
The first case I we want to go through is related to a Tanker vessel, fixed on a spot voyage basis BP Voy 4 
Charter party Form and Charterers terms  
This claim is for – Awaiting pilot boarding–  
In first instance, subject time lost during the voyage had been deducted by the Charterers both at load and 
discharge port, based on clause 18.1.1 of BP voy4 ‘’ Time shall not count against laytime, or, if the vessel is on 
demurrage, as demurrage when spent or lost  on an inward passage, including awaiting daylight, tide, open-
ing of locks, pilot or tugs…’’. 
As per common shipping practice, and often as per governing Charter Party, captioned time always to be de-
ducted under laytime calculation. 
In this case, we did receive a clear Letter of Protest from the Master stating that: -‘’I protest for the delays 
and hold you fully responsible for all / any claims that may arise due to above delays - 
This LOP was signed by the Master and the Terminal- Terminal can be quite reluctant to sign documents is-
sued by the vessel since they represent Shippers or Receivers interests, but in this specific case, the signature 
was obtained  
In the light of the above, after having received our counter, fully documented and supported, Charterers had 
no alternatives but to accept our comments and withdraw their allegations.  
As a result, 15.5 hours of demurrage were saved, which represents an amount of $11,625. 
The second case is related to slow discharging rate. 
The vessel involved was fixed for a spot voyage based on BP Voy 3 and Charterers terms  
As per governing charter party, almost ever, vessel must discharge the entire cargo on board in maximum 24 
hours or maintain 7 bars pressure at manifold. 
In this particular case, vessel spent 31 hours to discharge the entire cargo. 
When countering our demurrage claim, Charterers reply was as follows: 
‘’We note the vessel did not discharge cargo with 24 hours prorate for part cargo nor maintain 100 psi/7.0 
bar at manifold. Master has issued lop for 4 shore stoppages only but no LOP for any discharge pumping re-
strictions (thus in breach of clause 16 of bpvoy3)  net pumping time. 
After deducting the 4 shore stoppages net pumping time is 31 hrs 12 mins, prorate allowed time for 17,000 
mt is 17 hours thus excess pumping time  is 14 hrs 12 mins’’ 

‘’When the right documentation helps- Letters Of Protest and demurrage claims’’  
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Contrary to what was assessed by Charterers, Master  did issue a relevant Letter of Protest for slow dis-
charge rate stating that: 
•  The maximum discharge rate advised by the vessel is 1500 cubic meters per hour and the Maximum 

Discharging Pressure advised by the Vessel is 7.0 Bars; 
• Vessel is equipped to simultaneously Discharge through Manifolds up to 2X16’’ size but only 1X10’’ 

cargo arm(s) /hoses(s) was/were provided by the Terminal;  
• At your terminal, the vessel was restricted as follows: Maximum discharge rate permitted by the Ter-

minal: 1200 cubic meters per hour -. Cargo arms (s)/Hose(s) provided by the terminal 1 X10’’ 
During the claim negotiation, thanks to the LOP duly signed by the Master and by the Terminal without 
being stamped, the Charterers had to take our comments on board and withdraw their deduction.   
The 14 hours and 12 minutes saved represented $11,178. 
We also want to highlight that this documentation must be obtained before vessel’s departure – it is al-
most impossible to get any acknowledgement and/or signature from a Terminal once the vessel has sailed 
and such statements are very seldomly accepted by Charterers. Operations Dept can support Master and 
interfere with third parties in case of need while the vessel is still at berth. Master should not hesitate to 
contact the Operator in charge if he feels action in relation to documentation is required.  
The above experiences are teaching us the importance of a complete and timely documentation, the best 
way build a strong contractual position and  get the highest value from a claim. 
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Very often we find ourselves discussing how different modern 
ships are compared to those that sailed the seas at the time of 
our fathers. We think and we are fascinated by the progress of 
construction, plant engineering, automation, as well as by the 
extraordinary navigational aids that contribute to making it much 
safer than in the past. A modern ship fascinates us in its highly 
technological and sometimes even futuristic dimension.  
The astonishment aroused by the new ships is so great that very 
often it leads us to forget the epochal changes that have taken 
place on the marines front around the world. 
Unfortunately, some major environmental disasters were needed to convince the community of nations that 
the safety of navigation depended not only on the soundness of the ship's structures or the availability of 
suitable life-saving equipments. Little by little the conviction grew that much depended on the crew, its prep-
aration and perhaps even more, on the predisposition, both psychological and cultural, and on their aware-
ness of the risks of navigation and the safest way to face them. 
Thus it was that, back in 1978, the International Maritime Organization approved the first version of the 
STCW Convention which was the first to establish minimum basic requirements on training, certification and 
watchkeeping for seafarers on an international level.  
Previously the minimum standards of training, certification and watchkeeping of officers and ratings were 
established by individual governments, usually without reference to practices in other countries.  
As a result, minimum standards and procedures varied widely, even though shipping is extremely interna-
tional by nature. Since then the human factor has become increasingly central to considerations and, conse-
quently, to assessments relating to the shipping industry. 
The problems relating to the human factor are increasingly more attentive and their treatment requires ade-
quate resources.  

But back to our world of ships and seafarers. 
Several studies have recently highlighted how complex the attempt to 
harmonize the environment between ship crews can be, when these 
are composed of seafarers of different nationalities and coming from 
countries and peoples with very different traditions and cultures. 
What emerged from these studies is of considerable interest to the 
maritime industry because it revealed the existence of an immense 
capital of culture and knowledge that is present on board each ship 
and in particular those manned with multi-ethnic crews. 
However, the discovery and enhancement of multiculturalism is not a 

simple undertaking.  
It needs to be guided and not always easy.  
Very often the difficulty of communication and the widespread pres-
ence of pre-concepts represent obstacles that are difficult to over-
come. Below are some points for reflection which, when collected, will 
facilitate the removal of barriers and will lead you to reconsider the 
great potential for cultural and perhaps even professional growth rep-
resented by the variegated traveling community aboard a ship, which 
often shares this condition even for a long time. 
I hope that their reading can open your mind and guide you in the fas-
cinating journey towards the discovery of the great values of multicul-
turalism as it happened to me. 

Crew Department: From: Capt. Aniello Mazzella 

Cross—Cultural values on board ships: A great heritage, still everything to discover. 
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Reference: June 23, 2015by Felicity Menzies reserce 
Nine Cultural Value Differences You Need to Know 
Maritime Cultures have visible and hidden elements.  
Visible cultural features include artifacts, symbols, and practices; art and architecture; language, colour, 
and dress; and social etiquette and traditions. But visible cultural differences are only ten percent of our 
cultural identities:  hidden cultural differences including values, assumptions, and beliefs represent the re-
maining ninety percent of our cultural identity. 
Values are the central feature of a culture.  
They shape tangible cultural differences. For example, a cultural emphasis on success is reflected in 
achievement-orientated characteristics like competitive economic systems —for example, capitalism—, 
child-rearing practices that encourage and reward achievement, a high prevalence of status symbols such 
as luxury goods, heroes who have accumulated great wealth or fame, and the acceptance and promotion 
of assertive and ambitious behavior. 
The value in values 
Focusing on a tangible culture feature (for example, dress) captures only a narrow aspect of a culture. Cer-
tain cultural values are emphasized in some elements, different cultural values in others.  
Collectively, the entire cultural system encourages, legitimizes, and rewards a set of core cultural values. 
Thus, comparing differences in cultural values is the most efficient method of understanding cultural differ-
ences. Cultural problems cannot be resolved at the surface.  Focusing on the visible features of culture 
alone will not prevent misunderstandings and conflict. The less obvious elements of culture create the most 
difficulty when we interact with others, yet these are typically invisible and subconscious and are often 
overlooked. 
Nine national cultural value differences you need to know 
National values are shared ideas of what is good, right, and desirable in a society.  
They are a national society’s preferences for managing external adaptation and internal integration chal-
lenges that threaten its survival. National values sit on a continuum between two contrasting approaches 
to a societal problem. Every nation sits somewhere between the opposing alternatives. 
1. Individualism vs. Collectivism   
In Individualistic societies, people define themselves in terms of ‘I’ and their unique attributes. Autonomy 
and independent thought are valued and the interests and goals of the individual prevail over group wel-
fare. Personal attitudes and needs are important determinants of behavior.  
Ties between members are loose. Nuclear families are more common than extended families.  
Love carries greater weight in marriage decisions and divorce rates are higher.  
Members of Individualistic cultures are likely to engage in activities alone and social interactions are short-
er and less intimate, although they are more frequent. 
In Collectivistic societies, people define themselves in terms of ‘we’ and their group memberships.  
Members are integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups. Social interdependence and collective harmony 
are valued. Relational ties and obligations are important determinants of behavior; group goals take prece-
dence over individual goals.  Shared living is emphasized. Extended families (with uncles, aunts, and grand-
parents) provide protection in exchange for unquestioning loyalty.  
There are lower divorce rates yet love carries less weight in marriage decisions.  
Members of Collectivistic cultures are likely to prefer group activities.  
Social interactions are longer and more intimate. 
2. Power Distance 
In high Power Distance societies, hierarchical systems of assigned roles organize behavior.  
Power Distance is defined from below rather than above. In high Power Distance cultures, the less powerful 
members expect and accept inequalities. Power is perceived to provide social order, relational harmony, 
and role stability. The social hierarchy needs no further justification. 
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High Power Distance societies are differentiated into classes.  
They have stable and scarce power bases (for example, land ownership).  
Upward social mobility is limited. Only a few people have access to resources, knowledge, and skills. Different 
social groups have differential involvement in governance. 
In low Power Distance societies, members believe that inequalities should be minimized.  
Power is seen as a source of corruption, coercion, and dominance.  
People recognize one another as moral equals with shared basic human interests.  
Members care about the welfare of others and cooperate with one another. 
Low Power Distance societies have large middle classes. They have transient and shareable power bases (for 
example, skill, knowledge). There is high upward social mobility and a mass availability of resources and capa-
bilities. Different social groups enjoy equal involvement in governance. 
3. Uncertainty Avoidance 
In weak Uncertainty Avoidance societies, members are comfortable with ambiguous and unknown situations. 
They are tolerant of change. Members hold multiple ideas as valid and accept different viewpoints.  
They are contemplative, emotionally stable, and relaxed. 
Members of weak Uncertainty Avoidance societies prefer fewer rules. Rule-breaking is allowed.  
Exchanges are informal. Members prefer to rely on the word of others they trust rather than enter into con-
tractual relationships. They are not concerned with orderliness and keeping written records. 
In strong Uncertainty Avoidance societies, members are threatened by uncertainty, have an emotional need 
for predictability, and exhibit a high resistance to change. This resistance is expressed through nervousness, 
stress, and attempts to control the environment. Members formalize their interactions with others, verify 
communications in writing, and take more relatively more moderate and calculated risks. 
In strong Uncertainty Avoidance societies, members hold rigid beliefs. There are strict behavioral norms, for-
mal rules and law, and an intolerance of rule-breaking or unorthodox ideas or behaviors. 
4. Orientation to Time 
Cultures with a Future Orientation have a strong tendency and willingness to imagine future possibilities. 
Members set long-term goals, develop plans, and work hard and persevere to achieve their ambitions. 
They delay gratification and display a strong propensity to save and invest. 
Members of Future Orientated societies are psychologically healthy and socially well adjusted because they 
feel in control of their lives, but they may neglect current social relationships and obligations, and can fail to 
‘stop and smell the roses’. 
Members of Short-Term Orientated societies are more focused on the present and past than on the future. 
They value instant satisfaction. Members spend now rather than save for the future.  
They live in the moment and are not concerned with past or future anxieties. 
On the flip side, members of Short-Term Orientated societies may engage in risky, pleasure-seeking pursuits 
and fail to recognize the negative longer-term implications of their indulgences. 
5. Gender Egalitarianism 
Biological constraints in childbearing have long dictated societal norms about the roles of men and women in 
many societies. But outside childbearing, sex-role distinctions are purely social constructions. Societies 
differ with respect to the extent to which they define different social and emotional roles for males and fe-
males. 
In Low Gender Egalitarianism cultures, male social and emotional roles are different from females.  
Men are assertive, tough, competitive, and focused on material success.  
Women are modest, tender, and concerned with quality of life. 
Low Gender Egalitarianism societies have few women in positions of authority, a low percentage of women in 
the labour force, and occupational sex segregation. In these societies, females have lower levels of education 
and literacy relative to males. In addition, women hold a lower status in society and play a smaller role in 
community decision-making compared with men. 
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In high Gender Egalitarianism cultures, male social and emotional roles are similar to female roles.  
Both men and women are modest, cooperative, tender, and concerned with quality of life and caring for 
the weak. Compared to low Gender Egalitarianism societies, there are more women in positions of authori-
ty, a higher percentage of women participating in the labour force, and less occupational sex segregation.  
In addition, in high Gender Egalitarian cultures, females and males have similar levels of education and lit-
eracy. Women hold higher status and play a greater role in community decision-making compared with low 
Gender Egalitarianism cultures. 
6. Assertiveness 
Societies with low Gender Egalitarianism typically display high Assertiveness.  
These societies value assertive, dominant, and ‘tough’ behavior in both genders.  
Strength is admired. Aggression is viewed positively (for example, aggression is associated with winning). 
Members of high Assertiveness societies value competition and success.  
They expect demanding and challenging targets.  
Performance is rewarded and results are stressed over relationships.  
Members of high Assertiveness societies value what you do more than who you are.  
Members think of others as opportunistic. In communication, members of high Assertiveness cultures are 
direct and value expressing true thoughts and feelings. 
In contrast, high Gender Egalitarianism overlaps with low Assertiveness.  
These societies view assertiveness as socially unacceptable. Members of low Assertiveness cultures empha-
sise modesty and tenderness. They associate competition with defeat and punishment.  
They stress equality and social solidarity.  
Low Assertiveness cultures value people, warm relationships, and cooperation.  
Members care more about who you are than what you do. In these societies, integrity, loyalty, and cooper-
ation are stressed. People think of others as inherently worthy of trust. 
In the workplace, low Assertiveness cultures emphasize seniority and experience.  
Members from low Assertiveness cultures speak indirectly; they prefer ‘face-saving’ and subtlety, and value 
detached and self-possessed conduct. 
7. Being vs. Doing 
High Doing Orientated societies believe that people have control over their destiny—anyone can succeed if 
they try hard enough. A Doing Orientation encourages self-assertion to master, direct, and change the nat-
ural and social environment to achieve group or individual goals. 
High Doing Orientated societies value initiative; members display a ‘can-do’ attitude. Societies with a Doing 
Orientation stress performance and encourage and reward innovation and excellence.  
These societies have a monochromatic (linear and limited) view of time and a high sense of urgency. 
High Doing Orientated societies believe that schooling and education are critical for success.  
They value training and development. A Being Orientation stresses fitting into the world as it is. Members 
focus on appreciating and understanding the world rather than trying to change, direct, or exploit it.  
Important values include world peace, unity with nature, and protecting the environment. 
Members of Being Orientated societies have a high regard for quality of life and feel being motivated by 
money is inappropriate. These societies have a polychromic approach to time (unending and circular) and a 
low sense of urgency. 
8. Humane Orientation 
Members of high Humane Orientation societies believe that others are important.  
That concern extends to all people and all nature. High priority is given to altruism, benevolence, and love. 
Members are urged to be sensitive to all forms of racial discrimination.  
The need for belonging and affiliation motivates. 
Members of high Humane Orientation societies are responsible for promoting the well-being of oth-
ers.  Personal and family relationships offer protection; the close social circle receives material, financial 
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and social support and the state does not provide welfare.  
The children of high Humane Orientation societies participate in the labour force to help out their families. 
Children are expected to be obedient and parents closely control them. 
As a general rule, members of high Humane Orientation societies are psychologically healthy. 
Members of low Humane Orientation societies believe the self is important. They feel a predominant concern 
for self-enhancement and a high priority is given to personal pleasure and comfort. 
Members of low Humane Orientation societies are less sensitive to racial discrimination and are motivated 
by power and possessions. 
Individual members of low Humane Orientated cultures do not support others.  
Individuals are expected to solve personal problems on their own and the state (rather than friends or family) 
provides economic protection when needed. 
The children of low Humane Orientation societies do not support their parents in their old age.  
In these societies, children are autonomous and family members independent. 
Members of low Humane Orientation societies report more psychological and pathological problems than 
members of high Humane Orientation societies. 
9. Indulgence vs. Restraint 
Indulgence orientated societies encourage pleasure-seeking.  
Members pursue fun activities for the sake of personal enjoyment. 
In contrast, Restraint societies believe that hedonistic pleasure needs to be curbed and regulated by strict so-
cial norms. 
The danger in stereotyping 
No cultural group is homogenous: there are individual differences in the thoughts and behaviors of members 
of every cultural group. 
Cultural values do not allow one to predict the behavior and responses of individuals with certainty, yet a 
working knowledge of how members of a cultural group, in general, think and behave provides a useful 
starting point for navigating intercultural interactions. 
As we interact with diverse others using Cultural Intelligence, we test and reflect on the appropriateness of 
our cultural assumptions and experiment with alternative responses, actively constructing a cultural profile 
for each unique exchange. 
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Fleet Performance Monitoring Department: 

WEATHER Forewarned is forearmed. 

"The storm is safely out at sea," is the report most loathed by fellow mariners when listening to shore-
based weather reports. Weather at sea is deadly serious and always relevant.  
The weather can make the difference between a prosperous or loss-making voyage, can cause injury to 
crew and passengers and can even lead to the loss of a ship.  
Awareness of the weather and accurate predictions are both vitally important.  
The old saying that 'forewarned is forearmed’ is absolutely true when it comes to weather.   
Professional navigators should always passage plan with the best forecast they can and develop contin-
gency plans based on different predicted scenarios.  Fortunately, today's navigators have some very ad-
vanced tools and services to help this process. 
Advanced weather services are providing increasingly accurate forecasts over longer periods of time to 
help ensure safety and even commercial and environmental efficiency.  
Complex algorithms and computer power can regularly assess huge amounts of weather data.  
These results are augmented by meteorologists to give unprecedented advantages in weather prediction 
and voyage advice. Learning to accurately identify the causes of waves and swells, recognising cloud for-
mations and their meaning and, of course, being able to compare actual weather with forecasted weather 
for situational awareness are all essential. Huw further explains the importance of keeping accurate 
weather logs as a point of good seamanship and commercial accountability.  
Keep an eye on the weather as it affects ship operations, as well as the general passage.  
If you have people working on deck and the sea starts to build you need to notify the deck crew immedi-
ately. Unexpected spray and seas can have unfortunate consequences.  
Although ships are required to be at all times 'seaworthy', the prospect of heavy weather should be an 
alarm to check all the hatches and vents and to ensure that all loose items on deck and inside the ship are 
adequately secured. I learned early to always leave my desk clear and PC lashed before I took watch be-
cause so much could change during those four hours.  
Being able to predict weather from sight, feel and smell is a special talent for professional navigators and 
one that can be honed 
throughout a long career at 
sea.  
It is not only a great source 
of pride but may someday 
save the lives of you and 
your shipmates.  
The sophistication of new 
weather services that use 
satellites, sensors and com-
puters offers unprecedented 
commercial advantages 
when used correctly and 
tested against good, tradi-
tional skills.  
At sea you are in a unique 
environment to learn to 
read the weather.   
Enjoy it, share it with your 
shipmates and help mentor 
others in this deadly serious 
skill. 

From: Mrs Ivana Melillo & Mr Matteo Barsotti  
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Tomorrow’s weather forecast the future of sourcing weather data 
Maritime numerical weather data providers make good use of the ever-increasing availability of broad-
band systems on ships at sea.  In particular, the far 
higher data capacity of broadband means infor-
mation that is received can be much more specific to 
the requirements of the vessel.  
This type of data can significantly assist the safe and 
efficient navigation of the vessel. 
Looking to the future, it is clear that most externally 
sourced navigational data will be centred on broad-
band communication. This evolution will, however, 
need to provide improved benefits to the safe pas-
sage of vessels if it is ever to get full approval.  
In the more distant future, this could include de-
tailed, real-time navigational information ‘broad-
banded’ between vessels.  
However, conventional methods of data interchange 
will also need to be maintained - and developed - to 
provide back-up services at the very least.  
Satellite- based broadband functionality, like all other 
systems, can never be 100% reliable. 
The human touch 
Of course, the immediate local situation will still be sensed independently by both humans and the sy-
stems onboard the vessel. Constant comparison of this information with all externally communicated data 
will remain essential. We have been doing this for hundreds of years for charted and other printed data 
and over a hundred years for radio data, including vital weather- related information.   
In particular, continued comparison of the actual weather situation with predictions gives a good, working 
experience of the integrity of the service (how reliable it is). 
Broadband development potentially gives the possibility for all ships to directly send weather-related data 
from onboard sensors directly to forecasting bodies. These would measure local parameters, such as air 
pressure and wind strength/direction, whilst appropriately taking into account vessel movement.  
The much increased, real-time availability of such data to forecasters would have huge potential to im-
prove their services even further. 
Plan to fail 
It is always important to understand how to react when an item of bridge equipment develops a fault, not 
least that used for displaying weather-related data.  If someone notices a failure, the first action from a 
less-experienced staff member should be to communicate the problem rapidly to the more senior staff on 
the bridge. As with all navigation-related equipment, staff must fully understand all the options for access-
ing and displaying the best available data. 
They must also be able to decide whether an equipment failure should influence the current or near-
future navigational plan of the vessel. Likewise, junior staff should make sure they understand alternative 
methods of accessing essential data, including weather data. This means knowing how to use both from 
alternative external data sources and from onboard, temporarily-stored data. 
Constant appraisal 
The value of reverting to more traditional techniques is often promoted for backup purposes and should 
not be ignored. Unfortunately, because bridge systems are becoming increasingly sophisticated and relia-
ble, an emergency reversion to rarely-used traditional techniques can be extremely difficult to undertake 
safely.  
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Constant appraisal should be giv-
en by all, not least bridge equip-
ment providers, on how to main-
tain the electronic display and 
use of data when individual piec-
es of bridge equipment fails - in-
cluding the display of up-to-date, 
weather-related data.  
Fortunately, weather data is far 
less time-critical than some other 
navigational data such as the vis-
ual, depth, speed, positional, ra-
dar and AIS situation.  
However, poor understanding of 
developing weather continues to 
lead to accidents. 
How and why to accurately rec-
ord weather condition at sea? 
"Some are weather wise, some 
are otherwise" - Benjamin Frank-
lin. Seafarers are generally very 
'weather wise'.  
All Masters are required by SO-
LAS to issue a danger message 
when extreme weather condi-
tions are encountered, namely 
ice accretion, icebergs, storm 
force winds and tropical cy-
clones. More generally, the 
weather is recorded at each 
watch in the ship's log. Some vessels, known as Voluntary Observing Ships (VOS), also report their observa-
tions to the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) network of forecasting centres.  
It is good seamanship to be aware of the major pressure patterns, METAREA forecast and expected condi-
tions and to constantly compare what is predicted with what you are experiencing.   
Rising or falling barometric pressure and wind speed and direction give an indication of the location and 
movement of the major weather sys-
tems. The sequence of clouds can indi-
cate the approach of a frontal system. 
Increasing and lowering.  
Stratiform (layered) clouds herald the 
approach of a warm front. 
Logging the weather  
Despite the increasing prevalence of 
onboard sensors and data streaming to 
handling centres ashore for analysis, hu-
mans still play a critical role in observing 
the weather.  
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Some phenomena, such as ice accretion and visibility, are not well captured by instruments. Sensors, 
particularly anemometers, can be inaccurate due to poorly sighted or un-calibrated instruments.  
Perhaps the most important reason for taking weather observations on board is that the ship's log is still 
the preferred source of information in the case of any disputes or accidents. 
What to include? 
A good log entry should include: 
Pressure - If possible, record the barometric pressure and whether pressure is increasing, steady or de-
creasing. Note that if the sensor is in a fairly airtight space, e.g. the bridge, this may affect the reading. 
Wind - The true wind speed and direction should be recorded, as opposed to the relative wind passing 
over the deck. Wind can be estimated by studying the sea state.  
It is good practice to keep a Beaufort scale with associated sea conditions on the bridge.  
If using an anemometer, readings should be averaged over ten minutes.  
Take care if doing this by watching the dial of the anemometer, as it is not uncommon to overestimate 
wind speed by more than ten percent. 
Weather - Note relevant conditions, such as precipitation and lightning. 
Visibility - Estimate and record visibility using the internationally agreed definitions: 
If other shipping is present, radar ranges can be used to accurately assess visibility. 

Sea state and swell - Waves generated by a wind that is 
blowing are referred to as 'sea' or 'sea state'.  
When the wind stops or changes direction, waves that con-
tinue without relation to local winds are called 'swell'.  
Swell is of interest to seafarers because it can affect the 
ship’s intact stability and lead to broaching, parametric or 
synchronous rolling.  
When recording sea state, it is advised to use the terminol-
ogy in the following table: 
 

For sea swell, record the length ('short' 0-100m, ‘average’ 100-
200m, ‘long’ over 200m), height ('low’ 0-2m, ‘moderate’ 2-4m, 
'heavy’ over 4m) and the true direction.  
More guidance on the observation of waves and swell, as well as 
the observation of sea ice, can be found in the Guide to Meteoro-
logical Instruments and Methods of Observation (WMO-No.  8)  
Part II, Chapter 4, Marine Observations.  
Anything else that is noteworthy for example, ship-handling charac-
teristics. 
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Taking away the guess work 
Shore-based weather services have been available to mariners since the early 1950s.   
They have come a long way since their initial form of route recommendation which was often met with 
scepticism and dismissal as no more than a 'rent-a- storm’ service.  
Today, services are far more sophisticated with a wide range of critical weather-related data available to 
help mariners prepare for all eventualities during their voyage.  
On the meteorological and environmental data front, forecast performance has certainly improved.  
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Modern forecasting technology tracks tropical cyclones and typhoons, giving mariners a much clearer win-
dow on the possible hazards that could arise during a forthcoming journey.   
Another significant advance is the use of ensemble forecasting.   
Instead of giving a single forecast at a given time, a 'set' of forecasts is produced, aiming to give an indica-
tion of the possible future status of the atmosphere.   
In addition, the availability of dynamic ocean current forecasts that offer up to three days of predicted data 
are a significant aid to fuel efficiency by allowing the fine-tuning of routes to take advantage of predicted 
ocean currents. 'Catching the current' has become more of a science than simple guess work. 
Technology Today 
Today's availability and improvement in accuracy of weather data is enhanced by technological advances.  
Satellite communication has become more efficient and affor-
dable. Computers are widely available to vessels.   
On-board weather routing systems with sophisticated speed-
down algorithms have been developed.  
Interactive tools simulate the best route, based on up to I 6 
days weather forecasting, along with relevant navigation con-
straints and commercial requirements for the voyage.  
Mariners can have a day-by-day view of the weather condi-
tions for their passage ahead, which enables them to calculate 
realistic estimates of passage time and fuel consumption.  
Not only does this help place vessels strategically in the best 
part of the ocean. mariners can also plan tactically how to 
achieve safe navigation with optimum fuel efficiency.  
Most recently, electronic chart planning is being combined 
with on- board weather routing systems on a single platform. 
This enables mariners to optimise passage plans to take ac-
count of weather routing with the ease of matching electronic charts.  
This integration ensures the voyage is safe, navigationally sound and fuel efficient. 
Taking back control 
The importance of the top-quality weather services now available to mariners is highlighted by the huge 
impact that improved weather forecasting performance, technology and the quest for efficiency can have 
on a voyage.   
Whether there is a raging storm on 
the horizon or a fleeting encounter 
with a monsoon, timely information 
and smart tools that assess the effect 
of predicted weather can help naviga-
tors plan a calm voyage, plot an alter-
native and prepare the ship and her 
crew to brave any heavy weather 
ahead. 
The wide range of modern weather 
services that are now available not 
only enable mariners to be informed 
and pre-emptive, but they give back 
that all-important element of control. 
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Revel in Daman Ganga Picnic 

Company Activities: 

'Carpe diem, quam minimum credula postero' was the Mantra, Flavor and Mood of the office in substitu-
tion for Sign on-off, Documentation and Training for the Daman Ganga Picnic Trip on 27-28thJuly,2019. 
Heavens had opened up last night and nimbostratus clouds indicated the notorious Mumbai Monsoons, on 
the anvil. Retreating was not an option, Rejoicing was. Started off with the reverberating chants of 
“Ganapati Bappa Morya” at the scheduled time on 27thmorning by bus.  
The onward journey was thru lush greenery, exquisite scenery and rumblings of musical winds outside. 
However, the renditions of the musical talents were on full scale display inside the bus all along.  

The very sight of Resort expunged the weariness of 5 hours of journey. It was nestled in nature.  
57 of us got accommodated fast and headed for Victory Hall. For a welcome diversion, the lunch.  
The generous spread of assorted cuisines satiated everyone’s palate. Siesta sounded very luring but the 
swimming pool and the rides appeared more inviting. The rainbow swimming costumes adorned the pools 
and the rides. Variations of water polo, volleyball if not the swimming and free-falls on the steep gradients 
of rides exhausted the “d’Amico family” members. High tea with delectable delicacies followed that. 
Now, it was ShowTime for the wine and dine. Especially for the fairer sex!   
The hall ensconced it all, from the dazzling dapper to sizzling sirens to chattering children!  
The effects of music and drinks had started sinking in, purging out the inhibitions for setting the mood for 
the jumping jacks. An Anchor was just the add-on, so we thought. That was not to be!!  
His forte was to involve all as partici-
pants in every game.  
Simple yet innovating ones!  
Winners and runners-up collected prizes 
with childish grins and zeal. Now it was 
time to shake the legs on peppy num-
bers. Yes, from the gross amateurs to 
deft dancers! The prism of that kaleido-
scope views is etched in the memories of 
all present around. The sumptuous sup-
per could have laid us down but Housie 
desisted it from that. Whistling, shrilling 
and catcalls were music for the moment.  
Close to midnight, we retired to be in 
time for the next day’s covert agenda.  

From Capt. Salil Srivastava  
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The early morning stroll in small groups along the riverfront, at a stone’s throw distance, calmed our hearts 
and minds with sublime tranquility, the low pitched fre-
quency produced by waves when it lapped against the 
shore. A botanical garden alongside filled the lungs with 
aroma enveloping the nature around -the flapping sound 
made by linnets as they flitted from branch to branch, 
the buzzing of bees in the glade, the creaking song the 
Cricket sang.  
The piping hot idlis, dosas along with typical English 
breakfast arose the hunger pangs after the walk.  
Not the proverbial King’s breakfast as “Holy dips” & 
dives in swimming pools laid in wait.  
Around noon, dragged ourselves out lazily, took the long 
walk to rooms for pack-up.  
The last lunch was princely keeping in mind the journey 
back. The collective photo session before the bus ride captured the fun enthusiasts in frames.  
In a nutshell, it was an occasion to let ourselves loose and be with one another to rejoice and to revel in, 
out of workplace. 
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Activities onboard: Ceremony of Crossing Equator—onboard M/V Cielo di San Francisco. 

1st Ass. Eng. Reymond E. Gasque, King Neptune, 2nd Ass. Eng. Dave 

P. Carabuena, 3rd Ass. Eng. Adonis C. Dizon 
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Capt. Rosario F. Paone, King Neptune,  

Ch. Eng. Carlo Pane 

Ch. Off. Dennis O. Alcos as King Neptune. on the left Deck Cadet Antonio Barile and 

on the right 3 Ass. Eng. Adonis C. Dizon at their firt Equator Crossing 
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Ch. Off. Dennis O. Alcos as King Neptune 
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Service with Pride: July—August—September 2019 

Year Name Rank Nationality 

20 Alex Georgekutty Master India 

20 Ali Dathabigothi Pumpman India 

20 D Costa Savilon Menino Chief Engineer India 

20 Fernandes John Daylon Bosun India 

20 Gafelige Ali Able Seaman India 

20 Malimagothi Shamsudeen Oiler India 

20 Mohammed Dorudaruge K Able Seaman India 

20 Olubage Ali Oiler India 

20 Sukhwinder Singh Ajit Singh Fitter India 

15  Adnan Ahsan Master India 

15 Anand Kumar Santosh Chief Engineer India 

15 Bumaruge Ibrahim Able Seaman India 

15 Fernandes Reinaldo Francisco Oiler India 

15 Furtado Carlos Eusaquio Oiler India 

15 Kamburu Fandathage Ibrahim Able Seaman India 

15 Mohammed Donkage Meduge Oiler India 

15 Serikal Adam Bosun India 

15 Thilavaluge Mohammed Aslam Able Seaman India 

10 Ansari Anwer Ali Fitter India 

10 Badafaithilagothi Anwar Sadiqu Able Seaman India 

10 Chernikov Gennadii Chief Engineer Ucraina 

10 Danilovych Oleksandr Master Ucraina 

10 Duradazhy Denys Master Ucraina 

10 Giancristofaro Claudio 2nd Mate Ita 

10 Kilougandugothi Aslam Able Seaman India 

10 Koruhajige A. Hassan Able Seaman India 

10 Kryvenko Vadym Chief Engineer Ucraina 

10 Kumar Bhawesh 2nd Mate India 

10 Kunnugothi Saleem Pumpman India 

10 Kuzmenko Oleg Chief Mate Russia 

10 Laptev Andrei Chief Engineer Russia 

10 Lipovoi Aleksandr Master Russia 
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10 Malgundkar Fahad Nurmahamad Able Seaman India 

10 Mohammed Holiayshamanjagothi Able Seaman India 

10 Velonza Bonalos Igmedio Jr. Able Seaman Fil 

5 Amor Mourad 2nd Engineer Morocco 

5 Anghel Costel Chief Mate Romania 

5 Antony Francis Robert 4th Engineer India 

5 Arguelles Loto Marlon Bosun Pumpman Fil 

5 Balan Praveen Kumar 3rd Mate India 

5 Balaraman Lakshmikanthan 3rd Mate India 

5 Bariya Mohanlal Virji Able Seaman India 

5 Chamakalayil Razak Rasbin 2nd Mate India 

5 Chauhan Pallav Singh 3rd Engineer India 

5 Chauhan Ram Gyan Fitter India 

5 Cheruvathoor Babu Nithin 4th Engineer India 

5 Cunanan Caralde Albin Able Seaman Fil 

5 Denore Tubog Julren 3rd Mate Fil 

5 Di Bella Emanuele Chief Engineer Ita 

5 Diamante Teberio Cresenciano J Fitter Fil 

5 Edukagothi Mohammed Shareef Pumpman India 

5 Franca Octavian Chief Engineer Romania 

5 Gellegani Poral Roger Able Seaman Fil 

5 Gidayawan Jurado Agripino Jr. Oiler Fil 

5 Gupta Arvindkumar Krishnalal Able Seaman India 

5 Jain Utkarsh Prakash 2nd Engineer India 

5 Kachchhi Mohammed Ejaj 3rd Mate India 

5 Kambathagothi Ashik Ordinary Seaman India 

5 Kunnathully J. Arjunkumar 3rd Engineer India 

5 Pahayupan Abada Nero Ordinary Seaman Fil 

5 Palanisamy Pradeep 3rd Engineer India 

5 Palco Cornelio Roberto 2nd Engineer Fil 

5 Patel Karankumar Mukesh Ordinary Seaman India 

5 Piastro Cabuguas Dominador Jr. Bosun Pumpman Fil 
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5 Sharma Shyam Shankar Tr. El/Officer India 

5 Sharma Umesh Kumar Fitter India 

5 Singh Sarbjit Able Seaman India 

5 Solanki Suresh Jeeva Pumpman India 

5 Subramani Babu Sivakumar Chief Mate India 

5 Tandel Kalpeshkumar Hemantbhai Able Seaman India 

5 Tandel Kantilal Karsanbhai Able Seaman India 

5 Vedania Rosete Benjie 3rd Engineer Fil 

5 Yogasundaram Vinoth Kumar 3rd Mate India 
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VESSEL DOC Holder Owner 

Cielo di Capri d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di Gaeta d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di Guangzhou d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di Hanoi  d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di New York d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di Ulsan  d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di Salerno  d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di Rotterdam d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Courage d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Freeedom d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Loyalty d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Performance d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Progress d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Seas d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Tide d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Trader d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Trust d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Valor d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Venture d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Voyager d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Wind d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Challenge d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo Bianco d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di Cagliari d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Fidelity d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Discovery d’Amico Rome d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

High Priority Ishima d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo di Houston Ishima d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo Rosso Ishima d’Amico Tanker d.a.c 

Cielo d’Italia d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Angra d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Monaco d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Tampa d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Virgin Gorda d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Medi Roma d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Medi Serapo d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Medi Ginevra d’Amico Rome d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Medi Zuoz Ishima d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Capalbio Ishima d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Cartagena Ishima d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Gaspesie Ishima d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Cielo di Valparaiso Ishima d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Medi Adriatico Ishima d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Medi Atlantico  Ishima d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Medi Tirreno Ishima d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Medi Egeo  Ishima d’Amico Dry d.a.c  

Medi Lausanne Ishima dSS 

Cielo di Dublino d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It 

Cielo di San Francisco d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It 

Medi Hong Kong d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It. 

Medi Valencia d’Amico Rome d’Amico Ship. It. 

Cielo di Rabat  ACGI International  d’Amico Dry Maroc Sarl 

Medi Palmarola Ishima Mida Maritime dac 

Medi Egadi Ishima Mida Maritime dac 

VESSEL DOC Holder 

Clearocean Maria Ishima 

Clearocean Mary Ishima 

Alpine Hibiscus Ishima 

High Sun Ishima 

Lentikia Ishima 

M/S Hamburg Ishima 

Nord Sakura Ishima 

Philoxenia Ishima 

Di Matteo Ishima 

VESSEL DOC Holder Owner 
Glenda Melanie Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

Glenda Melissa Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

Glenda Melody Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

Glenda Meredith Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

Glenda Meryl Ishima Glenda Int. Ship 

High Efficiency Ishima DM 

Total OWNED: 54 

Total THIRD PARTY: 9 

Total JOINT VENTURE: 6 

Fleet List: OWNED VESSEL: THIRD PARTY MANAGED VESSEL: 

JOINT VENTURE: 
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Corso d'Italia 35/b 

00198 Rome Italy 

Tel.: +39 06 845611 

 

DPA e-mail address: taiano.s@damicoship.com 

d'Amico Società di Navigazione S.p.A 

6 Battery Road #34– 01 

049909 Singapore  

Tel.: +39 6586 0880 

 

DPA e-mail address: leboffe.s@ishimaship.com 

Ishima Pte Ltd  

Editor’s Contact: lighthouse@damicoship.com          Phone: +39 06 8456 1480 

ALL RIGHT RESERVED 

ONE FAMILY, ONE COMPANY, ONE GROUP, 

ONE TEAM. 

Thanks to the collaboration by: 



VERY IMPORTANT: 

REMEMBER  

REPORT ANY NON COMPLIANCE TO YOUR DPA OR  

ANONYMOUSLY TO:  

 

HOTLINE: +39 068411567 

 

Online:       https://damico-noncompliance.azurewebsites.net  

           (For d’Amico Società di Navigazione Vessel) 

               https://ishima-noncompliance.azurewebsites.net  

 (For Ishima Ship Management Vessel) 

 

By Email to:        noncompliance@damicoship.com 

        noncompliance@ishimaship.com 

 

WHENEVER YOU ARE IN DOUBT CALL YOUR DPA FOR ASSISTANCE: 

 

Capt. Taiano:  taiano.s@damicoship.com 

                             +39 3357700256 

Capt. Leboffe: leboffe.s@ishimaship.com 

                              + 65 96796281 

 

 


